BABY TEETH MATTER

KEY TO HEALTHY DEVELOPMENT:
Helps growing children chew, speak, and smile

SET THE STAGE FOR HEALTHY ADULT TEETH:
When baby teeth have tooth decay, it increases the chances of decay in adult teeth

INTRODUCING GOOD ORAL CARE NOW WILL DEVELOP HEALTHY HABITS FOR LIFE:
Good brushing and healthy eating aren’t a phase; they’re a lifelong habit

YOU CAN PREVENT TOOTH DECAY FOR YOUR CHILD BEFORE IT’S TOO LATE

STRONG TEETH MAKE STRONG KIDS

45% of children aged 6 to 11 in the US are affected by tooth decay¹

Teens with dental problems are 2X MORE LIKELY to feel inferiority compared to those with good oral health¹

Children with cavities in their baby teeth are 4X MORE LIKELY to have cavities in their adult teeth²

In the US, over 34 MILLION school hours are lost each year due to dental problems¹


ASK ME FOR RESOURCES TO MAKE BRUSHING AND HEALTHY EATING EASIER FOR YOU AND YOUR CHILD